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Chapter 1443 Feeling Uneasy 

Edgar didn’t know what was beyond the Martial Arts Saint rank. However, what he 
realized was that the spirit within him definitely knew many secrets of the martial arts 
world. 

“Will I be invincible if I achieve the Martial Arts Saint cultivation level? By that time, will I 
be able to reconstruct a mortal body for you and resurrect you so that your spirit doesn’t 
need to remain within my body anymore?” Edgar asked. 

Read more 
Edgar wanted to know when the spirit within him could leave his body. 

He didn’t want to be under someone else’s control when he had gained enough power. 

“Hahaha! Everything you know now is just a small fraction of the bigger picture. The 
Martial Arts Saint is a legend in this era. However, it meant nothing in the past millennia, 
as there were higher cultivation levels beyond the Martial Arts Saint rank. It’s useless 
even if I tell you more right now. You just have to digest the power you’ve absorbed and 
become a Top Level Martial Arts Marquis as soon as possible. We might never return to 
that era back then…” said the spirit. 

The old voice became fainter as the tone became sadder. It was as if the spirit had 
thought of something he didn’t wish to recall. 

Meanwhile, Zion, who had been standing by the coast all this while, furrowed his brows 
tightly. 

His sight had never left the sea’s surface as he kept hoping to see Kai’s corpse. 

Yet, a long time had passed. If Kai were dead, his corpse would definitely float up. 

Just then, Edgar walked over and asked Zion, “President Zeigler, are you worried that 
Kai is still alive?” 

Zion nodded in response. “I feel uneasy because I haven’t seen Kai’s corpse!” 

“Don’t worry. Kai is definitely dead. Maybe his body has been devoured by a demon 
beast. I think we shouldn’t waste our time here…” Edgar told Zion. 

Zion turned around and looked at Edgar. “You have just absorbed so many people’s 
power, yet you’re already so impatient?” 



Edgar was slightly stunned. But soon, he laughed and said, “They’re just someone from 
smaller sects, and no one would look into the matter even if they were dead. I didn’t lay 
my fingers on anyone from prominent sects in the Warriors Alliance.” 

It was true that Edgar didn’t dare attack anyone from the big sects. If not, it would be 
difficult for him to provide an explanation. Death was inevitable in a Trial, but if the 
members of powerful sects were found dead, those sects wouldn’t care about rules 
anymore. 

“You better control yourself. Not everyone is a fool. I’m afraid someone already has their 
eyes on you,” Zion warned Edgar. 

“Don’t worry, President Zeigler. I know what to do!” Edgar smiled lightly. 

Zion said nothing else. Instead, he glanced at the sea’s surface again before turning 
around and leaving. 

Meanwhile, Edgar gathered everyone and prepared to set off to the heart of Dragon 
Island. After all, the actual location of the Trial was there. 

On the way to their destination, many who killed demon beasts and obtained beast 
cores were chatting excitedly. 

Those who didn’t get a beast core were daydreaming about the potential treasures at 
the Trial’s location. 

Only Howard had a dimmed gaze while following behind the crowd. He didn’t wish to 
get any magical items, and he had his eyes fixated on Edgar’s back. 

Although Howard wasn’t as powerful as Edgar, he must endure humiliation in order to 
carry out a greater cause. He must find an opportunity to kill Edgar during the Trial and 
avenge Kai. 

Just when Howard was staring at Edgar’s back, Astrid suddenly walked to Howard’s 
side and said, “You won’t be able to kill Edgar. If you have the intention to murder him, 
you’ll be the first to die.” 

Howard was stunned momentarily before saying, “I can kill him when he isn’t prepared 
during the Trial. Kai can’t just die in vain…” 

Astrid smiled faintly. “You won’t be able to kill him even when he’s asleep. Even if it’s 
me and not you, I can’t kill Edgar…” 
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Chapter 1444 Doubt 



Howard looked at Astrid. He was confused about the reason she said that. After all, her 
current power was unfathomable and immense as well. 

Seeing that Howard didn’t understand what she meant at all, Astrid stopped speaking. 
She took a few quick steps forward and put some distance between herself and 
Howard. 
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“Ms. Gunderson…” 

Howard ran in pursuit. Regardless of what Astrid meant, it was great that she spoke up 
to remind him. Hence, he wanted to get closer to her. That way, he would have 
someone to take care of him during the Trial. 

Besides, Astrid was technically a goddess in Howard’s heart. Thus, it was always a 
good thing if he could be close to his goddess. 

“What’s the matter?” Astrid asked as she turned around to face Howard. 

“Ms. Gunderson, thank you for your concern and reminder. However, if there’s a 
chance, I’ll still kill Edgar,” Howard thanked Astrid with a grateful expression. 

“You don’t have to thank me. I’m not concerned about you. I just don’t want Edgar’s 
strength to grow too rapidly. If you insist on killing him, I have no say in the matter. 
Edgar will surely accept the meat delivered right to his mouth.” 

With that, Astrid no longer paid attention to Howard. 

Meanwhile, Howard was dumbfounded. What does Edgar’s increase in strength have to 
do with me killing him? 

Actually, Astrid had already realized the fact that Edgar could absorb someone else’s 
power. 

However, she didn’t tell others, as Edgar would only attack the members of insignificant 
sects. To them, those people were at the bottom of the hierarchy. 

Edgar didn’t kill Howard out of fear for the Dunn family. After all, the Dunn family was 
considered a prestigious family in Jadeborough’s martial arts world. 

Yet, if Howard really wanted to kill Edgar, Astrid knew Edgar would never show mercy. 

When the time came, Edgar’s power would certainly improve rapidly if he had absorbed 
Howard’s strength. 

These were what Howard didn’t know about. 



But Howard’s intention to kill Edgar remained unshaken. He must avenge Kai. 

After walking for more than an hour, the crowd finally arrived at the bottom of a 
mountain. 

Although it wasn’t a tall mountain, it emitted a stately aura. 

The Trial would be held at a cave in the mountain. 

The cave’s entrance wasn’t huge, but there was a biting chill that came from the cave. 

“Edgar, what exactly is this place? Did the Deragon family investigate it before? It better 
not be a mere shabby cave that’ll waste all of our time…” Someone glanced at the cave 
and questioned Edgar. 

“This cave leads to the ancient ruins. Besides, there are magical items scattered all 
around the ancient ruins. Yet, it depends on your fate whether you can get the magical 
items,” Edgar said to the crowd. 

“Since you know there are magical items inside, why didn’t the Deragon family get them 
in advance? Instead, you suggested this Trial to benefit us?” Someone expressed their 
doubts again. 

If there are rare treasures in there, why didn’t the Deragon family claim those magical 
items as their own? 

Edgar replied, “Honestly, the cave’s internal structure is complicated, and it’s filled with 
danger. It’ll be a hard task to find the ancient ruins! If you’re skeptical, you may choose 
to quit. I won’t stop you. If you believe in the Deragon family, you may enter the cave 
with me.” 

With that, Edgar took the lead and entered the cave. 

Subsequently, Zion entered while leading Salvador and the others. Soon after, Astrid 
and Howard went in as well. 

Seeing that, everyone else followed along and entered the cave slowly. 

Everyone increased their mental energy to the highest and was extremely cautious. 

Moreover, Edgar led the team and unleashed his martial energy to wrap around his 
body tightly, preventing any accidents from happening. 

Chapter 1445 Resurrection 



Kai continuously sent spiritual energy to Renee’s body while in Bliss City. The spiritual fire in 

his palm leaped constantly. “Wake up, Renee. Wake up!” 

Kai shouted anxiously. It was the fourth time Renee’s body had received spiritual energy to 

melt the ice off her. Kai would only stop every time after exhausting all the spiritual energy 

in his elixir field. 
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Though it had been four times, Renee still had not moved at all. The spiritual energy 

transferred by Kai was as good as lost. 

The spiritual energy in Kai’s body became exhausted yet again, but Renee’s state remained 

unchanged. 

Kai heaved a long sigh. He still could not save Renee despite having consumed almost half 

of the beast cores on the ground. 

Helpless, Kai readied himself to begin cultivating again. He would continue rescuing Renee 

after recovering the spiritual energy in his elixir field. 

When Kai was about to cross his legs to sit, a white light flashed suddenly across his chest. 

Then, the draconic essence in Kai’s body seemed to react and started to jump. 

Kai was taken aback for a moment. A sharp pain in his chest later, and the draconic essence 

emerged out of him. 

The draconic essence dazzled like the sun as it emitted a scorching light. 

Under the radiance of this light, Kai did not dare open his eyes. His body was also stinging 

from the scorching light. 

Slowly, the draconic essence flew over Renee’s head, and the light enveloped her. 

“What is this?” 

Startled, Kai stared at Renee intently. 



He saw the frost on Renee’s body begin to slowly fade under the scorching light while her 

skin changed from pale to rosy. 

Kai was overjoyed. Initially, he did not expect to fail in waking Renee up after so long. 

However, the frost on Renee’s body disappeared immediately the moment the draconic 

essence appeared. 

Could it be possible that Ice Dragon’s Ice Seal can only be undone by Flame Dragon? 

At that moment, Kai seemed to have understood that the draconic essence was a 

combination of Ice Dragon and Flame Dragon’s draconic essence. 

The scorching light must have been emitted by Flame Dragon’s draconic essence. 

The frost on Renee’s body completely disappeared while Kai was lost in thought. Her closed 

eyes twitched before opening slowly. 

“Renee!” 

Kai rushed up excitedly when he saw Renee opening her eyes. 

“ Kai?” 

Renee looked dazed when she saw Kai. 

She couldn’t remember a thing after being frozen. She only remembered them obtaining 

the Ice Dragon draconic essence on Dragon Island. 

“You finally woke up. How wonderful!” 

Kai looked at Renee, and tears welled up in his eyes. 

Renee was at a loss at Kai’s tears. “What’s wrong, Kai? Where are we?” 

Renee looked around blankly. 



“We are on Dragon Island. You were frozen by that Ice Dragon’s Ice Seal,” Kai explained 

excitedly. 

“ Kai, did you get the Ice Dragon draconic essence? Where is the Ice Dragon?” Renee 

hurriedly asked, having remembered what had happened. 

“I have it… I have it.” 

Kai nodded eagerly before stretching out his hand and slowly grabbing the draconic 

essence above Renee’s head. 

“Look, this is the draconic essence. This is not just the draconic essence of the Ice Dragon, 

but also the draconic essence of the Flame Dragon.” 

Kai handed the draconic essence to Renee. 

A smile spread across Renee’s lips as she gazed at the crystal-clear draconic essence before 

her. Since Kai obtained the draconic essence, her efforts have not been in vain. 

But Renee did not understand why Kai still possessed the Flame Dragon draconic essence, 

so she asked, “What happened, Kai? Why do you still have the Flame Dragon draconic 

essence?” 

Kai swallowed the draconic essence before slowly recounting to Renee what had happened. 

It was then Renee realized that she had been frozen for several months and that many 

things had happened during that period. 

 

Chapter 1446 Madness 

“What’s with this armor on my body, Kai?” 

Renee looked at the well-fitting armor with puzzlement because she remembered never 

having worn such a thing before. 
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Kai hesitated for a moment because he did not know how to explain to Renee. Even if he 

told the truth, she would not believe it. 

Just when Kai was hesitating on how to explain, the white armor started to shine, and a 

wince of pain appeared on Renee’s face. 

“I’m in pain, Kai…” 

Renee screamed suddenly. 

“Renee…” 

Startled, Kai knew at once that the armor was the cause. He quickly decided to remove the 

armor from Renee’s body. 

It was a pity that no matter how hard Kai tried, he could not take the armor off Renee. The 

armor seemed to have grown on her. 

Soon, the armor began to seep into Renee and disappeared slowly. 

Renee clutched her head tightly with both hands. Her expression became wretched and 

painful. “No, no… I’m going to kill you all…” 

Renee screamed hysterically. She seemed to have gone mad. 

Kai stepped forward to hold Renee but was easily flung aside by her. 

Kai was shocked. Although the spiritual power in his body was running low, it should still 

have been easy to control Renee. 

He was now at the strength of Martial Arts Marquis, and Renee was only at the cultivation 

level of a Martial Arts Grandmaster. How could she have such great power? 

Gazing at Renee in pain, Kai seemed at a loss. 

However, Renee’s screams gradually stopped soon after. Her expression was no longer in as 

much pain. 



“Are you all right, Renee?” 

Kai asked at once with concern as he stepped forward. 

Renee panted softly, with cold sweat beading her forehead. She shook her head slightly. “I 

seemed to have seen a lot of blood just then, Kai. Many people were fighting with demon 

beasts, and I saw a fishman…” 

As he listened to Renee’s narration, Kai realized that was precisely what he saw. It seems 

that what he saw really happened here. 

“This place is too weird. Let’s get out of here as soon as possible.” 

Kai constantly felt uneasy. He wanted to take Renee away. 

Just when Kai was about to leave with Renee, he suddenly felt a huge aura coming toward 

him. 

“Someone’s coming…” 

Kai frowned and instantly guessed that they were Zion and his people. 

The spiritual energy in Kai’s body had long been exhausted. He would have no strength to 

fight back if he crossed paths with the lot. 

“Who is it, Kai? Why are you so nervous?” 

Renee could not help but ask when she saw Kai’s nervous look. 

“Don’t ask. I think we should hide.” 

Kai quickly entered the palace with Renee. 

He began to quickly replenish his spiritual energy after closing the heavy palace gate. 

Zion and the others had already arrived outside the gates of Bliss City right after Kai and 

Renee entered the palace. 



Everybody was stunned when they looked up at the majestic city gate. Even Edgar’s eyes 

widened. 

“This is unbelievable. I can’t believe there’s a city beneath Dragon Island.” 

“Look at the city gates. It’s probably thousands of years old.” 

Everybody was in awe. 

Zion looked up at the words “Bliss City” over the city gate and frowned slightly as if he was 

thinking about the information of this city in his mind. 

However, no matter how hard Zion thought, he could not think of any information related 

to this place. 

This city has never been mentioned even in the records of the Warriors Alliance. 

 


